TREVOR HUGHES’S MANAGER’S REPORT
We finally played our much postponed London Cup tie against Yaruvatan on Sunday although we lost our home advantage and had an unusual 2.00 p.m. kick off. However, we
did have a strong squad with four substitutes even though we were short of match fitness. Stuart Dorward found himself clean through on goal after just 55 seconds but his
shot was saved to deny us an early lead. The game was fairly even but we looked comfortable particularly in midfield until Danny Hagan had to come off with a knee injury
after 23 minutes. Two minutes later we went behind to a good shot on the turn from our opponent’s first real chance of the game. A brilliant solo goal doubled the lead two
minutes later and then a another shot rebounded off the post onto Steve Cokell for an own goal which left us 3-0 down after 33 minutes. At least we have a good record of

not giving up and a comeback looked on when Conor McGovern was fouled in the area just before half time. However, Stuart Dorward’s penalty was saved and it looked as if it
was not going to be our day. Conor finally scored in injury time to give us hope going into the second half. Danny Smith also had to come off with an injury but the fact that
we had good substitutes meant that we were still creating chances and Conor scored his second after 79 minutes. It was getting dark by now but extra time looked a
possibility as we pushed forward but we conceded again with 6 minutes to go. Daniel Daley had our best chance thereafter but was denied by the keeper and despite 6
minutes of injury time we went out of the cup with a 4-2 defeat.

